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Trinity Lutheran Church
A welcoming faith community
living together in God’s love to
share the joy of Jesus Christ.

Summer Worship

As was did last summer, Sunday morning worship will be moved outdoors through the end of July.
Bring your lawn chair and a sun hat and join in worship at 10:30 am on the lawn behind the fellowship
hall. Since it currently looks like the county COVID dashboard may be flip-flopping back and forth
between, the outdoor setting will provide a safe, consistent location for worship – and if the weather or
air quality is not acceptable, the sanctuary is available as a back-up location. Saturday evening
contemporary worship at 5 pm will continue to follow In Person Gathering Status throughout the
summer. Both services will continue to be available on Zoom. Come, worship with us this summer!

In Person Gathering Status
Going forward Trinity and the 301 Faith Partners will base our in person gathering protocol off of the
Larimer County Covid-19 Dashboard, which will be color coded to match their level indicator. The
current weeks status will always be made at the top of the e-News & our website. Subject to change.
Green= masks encouraged, full capacity, no restrictions
Yellow= masks required, limited capacity, social distancing
Red= all indoor services, events, and programs will be online, outdoor services will require masks with
social distancing
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TLC book Group

TLC Book Group will continue to meet in a hybrid format. Readers
may gather in person in the Sunroom at 9:30 am on Monday, July
11 and on August 1. Whether we will meet in hybrid format or
strictly on Zoom will be determined by the Larimer County COVID
level closer to the meeting dates. The July discussion will center on
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek by Kim Michele
Richardson, a novel that introduces us to the “Blue” people of the
Appalachian Mountains, as well as to the Depression era
Packhorse Librarian Project. Brit Bennett’s novel The Vanishing
Half will be our August selection. The protagonists are light-skinned,
identical biracial twins who move into different cultural worlds in
their adult lives. To join via Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/
j/85358221885?pwd=RWx6dTEwRzIzc0xuNmtkaWFzbzZIdz09
Questions? Call Nadine Hunt at 970-825-3730.

HELP WANTED
at the NoCo Pride in the Park

The 301 Faith Partners is hosting a booth at the NoCo Pride event
on July 16, which runs from 10 am-4 pm. Trinity is looking for
one to two volunteers for each two hour slot, so we will need a total
of three-six people. If you are interested in volunteering please
email Amanda. To learn more about Pride in the Park go to https://
www.nocoequality.org/pride-2022.

TLC Preschool Update
Happy Summer Trinity Members! Things are quiet for preschool
right now, but I wanted to let you all know that our fundraiser with
Gulley Greenhouse went well and we raised over $500 with your
support. The money raised will help with scholarships and
equipment needs. Watch for information as we near the start of the
new school year in September and thank you for your continued
support of TLC Preschool and its ministry!
God's Peace, Brenda Harju, Director
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Pastor’s Pondering - Sabbatical
Thanks Amanda for defining Sabbatical for the community receiving this newsletter, in the June Tidings.
If you missed it, here is what was written:
“Pastor’s Pondering - Sabbatical Sabbatical—any extended period of leave from one's
customary work, especially for rest, to acquire new skills or training, etc. Dictionary.com. The
Pastor’s Pondering article is taking a one month sabbatical, look for an article next month!”
I guess that means I need to write one for July (though nobody seemed to miss it and I could continue to
leave it out…).
But sabbatical is important. Many clergy will call their day off each week, their Sabbath, since we do not
get Sunday. Another one of my colleagues said he takes Sabbath every day, ending work at 3pm so he
could pick up his kids from school, go for a run, and spend time with family. Sabbath is intentional time,
to rest and renew, in whatever way is life giving for you.
As society we do not do a great of taking Sabbath – neither during the week or even on Saturday/
Sunday. We cram our schedules full of stuff. I have found that even in the weeks I don’t prepare a
sermon, I am catching up on all my other work that has been pushed down the to-do because the
message needs to be ready for the weekend.
All of that rambling is to say that I need to do a better job at taking Sabbath – daily and weekly, monthly
and yearly – for myself and to model well for the congregation. After support from my colleagues, council
and a grant from the synod, I will be taking a mini-sabbatical, two weeks at the end of July. This will be
good practice for me and the congregation for what a full sabbatical (3 months) may look like in a couple
years. I am not sure that Trinity has ever had a clergy on sabbatical, but hopefully someone can fill me
in on the history!
What you can do for me is pray for renewal, be patient and understanding with our guest preachers, call
the office for help, and find ways honor sabbath in your own life. Rest and renewal is part of the gift that
God has given us so that we may learn, recuperate, refresh, recreate, and discern what God is doing in
our lives.
May you continue to be renewed by the Spirit of God.
Peace, Pr. Rick
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Next Steps

in Walking Together Into Deeper Fellowship w/our Faith Partners
301 Faith Partners is an inclusive community dedicated to be more, and do more together,
while respecting individual gifts and traditions. We welcome all people, and offer a spiritual
refuge with opportunities for individual and collective growth. We commit to work for social
justice and to protect all creation. - Mission Statement

Three of the development tools that can help us all walk together into deeper fellowship with our Faith
Partners are: 1) Trust Development, 2) Force Field Analysis, and 3) Polarity Management. Together
they can help our congregation understand where we are on the path and offer guidance as we
proceed forward. Erik Elliot and Don Heyse will be working with your Council on this project.
1) Trust Development
We will be circulating a questionnaire where Trinity members can rate the following four statements on
a scale of 1 to 10 (where 10 indicates strongly agree). They are offered here for reflection.
Inclusion and Acceptance I feel included and accepted by the members of the Saint Paul's and Mary
of Magdala congregations.
Open Flow of Information I believe we have an open flow of information among our congregations.
Shared Direction I believe our three congregations share a common direction – that we can come to
decisions we all agree upon.
Internal Commitment Our Faith Partnership is empowered to further the ministry.
2) Force Field Analysis
Force-field analysis identifies the forces that either aid in, or are detrimental to, arriving at a desired
outcome. To move toward a goal, the force with a motive to change must be greater than the force
maintaining the status quo. The force-field analysis attempts to uncover ways to diminish forces that
impede change and foster those forces that encourage it.
In this exercise, we will be asking the Trinity congregation to help us identify the forces propelling us
toward a deeper fellowship with our Faith Partners, as well as those forces that are holding us back.
3) Polarity Management
Congregations may tend to swing back and forth between opposites, such as collaboration and
autonomy, and struggle to find the right balance. Polarity Management strives to honor opposing
values while seeking a balance between them.
The map we use for this exercise is an infinity loop over a coordinate axis. One of the opposing
concepts on the left side, and the other on the right. The positive aspects of each are listed on the top,
the negatives on the bottom. Here is one generalized example:

Continued next page———>
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As we proceed with the analysis, we follow the loop around the figure-eight path. It will probably make
more sense when we actually do the exercise. For our Faith Partnership, we will use specific factors
that will have been identified in the two previous exercises.
Do not remember the former things, or consider the things of old.
I am about to do a new thing; now it springs forth, do you not perceive it? Isaiah 43:18-19

Finance Update

The Finance Ministry team reviewed the 2022 Ministry Funds Plan (MFP) during our June meeting, as
we had indicated we would do when it was approved last November, to determine if we are in a position
to revise the MFP. Thanks to the continued commitment to the ministry of Trinity by you, all of our
faithful members, we are currently in a solid financial position. The Ministry teams were asked if there
were any specific additional requests that would be needed for the remainder of 2022. The Ministries
responded that there was not an immediate need to increase their budgets at this time. Finance Ministry
discussed whether it is possible to increase the Congregational Benevolence percentage from 7.5% to
10% of Regular Offerings. Historically, the offering amount decreases during the Summer months.
Given that, and considering the fact that Covid still seems to be impacting Trinity's activities, it was
decided that we will wait until Fall to look at the net revenue to determine if we can increase the
benevolence percentage. This would require approval by a Congregational vote, and could be included
as part of the meeting in November when we plan for 2023. We will continue to monitor our position
and will keep everyone informed.
Again, THANK YOU for your continued support of the ministry of Trinity!
Your Finance Ministry Team: Nyla Anderson, Treasurer; Jeff McCutcheon; Justin Dickson; Howard
Smith; Kent Garvin; & Marilyn Hartig
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5 pm Saturday Praise

Deb Celebration

JET ECO Tip of the Month
From the 301 Faith Partners Joint Ecological Team (JET)
Sometimes it's the simple habits in life that, if given thought, can reduce how much energy I use. Think
about running hot water. Sometimes I hold something in my right hand, so I turn on hot water with my
left hand because it’s easy, not because I need or even want hot water. “That’s OK,” you may think,
“I’m not getting hot water, it’s still running cold.” But whenever you draw hot water, that much water
leaves the water heater, and you have to heat that much incoming water even if the water from the
faucet has not gotten hot. The hot water is heating your basement or the inside of your walls, so it’s
mostly wasted. The same applies to a lever faucet, when I leave the lever pointed toward hot when I
turn on the flow, even if I don’t want hot water. It doesn’t take much thought, and hot water like a mind,
is a terrible thing to waste!
Please join the next Joint Ecological Team (JET) meeting on Tuesday, July 26, at 5:30 pm via Zoom
HERE. Meeting ID: 350 899 592 | Passcode: 028929. The JET meets as needed to plan educational
events, bike to work day, volunteer opportunities and advocacy.
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The heart, hands & feet of God

Thank someone who has lived out their faith by sharing their gifts
and made a difference in the church OR community, please email
Amanda, amanda@trinitylutheranfc.org.
Thank you to Nadine Hunt, our volunteer extraordinaire! Nadine serves on Council. She has been
active in Faith Family Hospitality, bell choir, choir and has coordinated book club for many years. There
are likely more behind the scenes contributions of her time and talent not listed. We appreciate all that
you do and delight that Trinity is your home for worship and volunteer work. ~ Donna Dauner
Thank you to the members that have made donations of food, money, or through Thrivent Grants to
help fill Trinity Little Pantry. If you are interested in being one of the persons who stock the pantry please
contact either Nyla Anderson, Shelley Aust, Cheryl Backsen, or Marilyn Morrisey. ~ Cheryl Backsen
Thank you Trinity for your gift of $509 to ELCA World Hunger. This is a season of
reflection and sacrifice, but also aa season o hope. Your generosity is getting at the root
causes of hunger and poverty in over 60 countries, including the United States. - ELCA
World Hunger
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Your Gifts In Action

Housing Solutions and affordability
Neighbor To Neighbor, Habitat for Humanity, Family Housing Network, and Housing Catalyst are just
four of the organizations in Fort Collins working daily to make housing affordable in our community.
Here is a small glimpse of what they are working on.

Neighbor to Neighbor offers HomeShare – a safe, convenient, and free service connecting older adult
homeowners who have extra space with a housemate seeking an affordable housing solution.
Homesharing is a living arrangement where two or ore unrelated people share a home to their mutual
benefit. HomeShare is more than a roommate finder. No two homesharing arrangements are alike, each
arrangement is unique and based upon the needs, interests, and lifestyles of the individuals involved. It
provides a rewarding housing option to people of all ages.

Habitat just finished the selection process of new families that will have a home built for them at
Harmony Cottages. Families must qualify for a loan, attend classes to understand the mortgage process
and put in 250 hours of sweat equity per adult in the family. The mortgage is a zero-interest mortgage
with Habitat as the lender. Harmony Cottages (W. Harmony Rd & Taft Hill) will eventually have 48
homes in this beautiful neighborhood.
Family Housing Network known to many of us as FFH (their overnight program) has expanded it’s
services during Covid with the availability of Federal housing dollars. Four families can be in the
overnight program at a time sleeping at one of the 30 churches involved in the program. They are
currently housing 93% of the families that come into the program. Rapid Rehousing is a new program
where a family with income that will quickly qualify for housing will have their rent subsidized for up to 12
months. This makes the transition to being housed sustainable for these families. Also new is the
Sherwood House which houses seven families in a home setting with an on-site social worker. These
families may need more assistance to become housed – such as working to get their credit score up or
paying off debt to qualify to apply to rent.
Housing Catalyst addresses the growing need for affordable homes through innovative, sustainable,
community-focused solutions – developing and managing residential properties, administering housing
assistance and coordinating community programs and service. You have seen many of these
communities around town and may not have known – Village on Horsetooth, Village on Redwood,
Village on Shields -Cunningham, Redtail Ponds or Mason Place. As the Public Housing Authority for the
City of Fort Collins, they administer more than 1,500 federal housing vouchers each year and for
Larimer County and Wellington. Housing vouchers help cover the cost of monthly rent for people whose
incomes are below the area average. Through housing assistance programs, Housing Catalyst works to
increase housing opportunities for resident of Norther Colorado with a goal of improving the lives of
families and individual in our community, utilizing the maximum amount of voucher funding available to
them.
For more information or to dive deeper into these amazing and life changing offerings in our community
– visit their websites.
When you give to Trinity, you give to Neighbor To Neighbor, Habitat for Humanity, Family
Housing Network, and Housing Catalyst
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Highlights from Current Council Minutes

Deacon Katie’s Medical/Maternity Leave: The Council reviewed a plan to support Deacon Katie
through her hospitalization and her son’s stay in the NICU. TLC will provide Katie (beginning on April
27th) with six weeks of paid maternity leave (per her contract) plus an additional six weeks of paid
leave, to which Deacon Katie may decide to add her paid vacation time.
Excellence in Leadership Project: Don Heyse and Erik Elliott, participants in the synod Excellence in
Leadership class, described plans for a summer project related to attitudes and understanding of TLC
members about the 301 Faith Partnership. Their goal is to develop a program around the theme
“walking together into deeper fellowship.” The congregation will be hearing more about ways in which
they can participate in the project.
Music Staff Recommendations: Worship & Music has recommended that Clint Ellerbe be hired as
Saturday night worship leader; that Nick Newman be hired for chancel and bell choir director; and that
Jennifer Parsons be hired as a Saturday night musician. The executive committee is working on salary
packages.

COVID Policy: The Council approved unanimously a revised COVID policy dated 16 May 2022. The
content of the policy is that which we have been using since the Larimer County dashboard went to
green several weeks ago, but it is now presented in a more concise and readable format.
Financial Report
• Receipts to the end of April were $156,478 with expenditures of $151,168 for a positive balance of
$5310.
• Interviews for finance coordinator have been scheduled, and payroll has been successfully converted
to Ministry Works.
• Benevolence was paid out in April.
• A grant request has been submitted to the Synod for pastoral supply funding.
Book Discussion: The Council continued discussion on Becoming a Welcoming Church with
emphasis on signage and the church website. The principal recommendation was that we do whatever
is necessary to allow recordings of both Saturday and Sunday services to be on the TLC website.
Summer Supply Clergy: Council unanimously endorsed a schedule for supply pastors for the summer
months to cover vacations, a two week mini-retreat for Pastor Rick, as well as the services which
Deacon Katie would normally lead. Guest preachers will include seminary students, Deacon Katie’s
parents who are both retired pastors, Rev. Felicia of SPE, and Rev. Rich Fennig. Funds from the Synod
grant requested by the treasurer will go towards the cost of the supply pastors.
Feedback about Digital Sign: Feedback relating to the digital sign approved at the congregational
meeting was discussed, with emphasis on the importance of introducing the Design Committee to the
congregation and keeping the congregation informed about the proposed final design. In particular the
consensus from the congregation seems to favor placing the words “301 Faith Partners” under the
names of the churches rather than at the top of the sign. The name of our congregation remains
“Trinity Lutheran” – it is not being changed.
Miscellaneous
• Faith Formation will clean and revamp the “cry room” into a Family Break Room.
• VBS will be led by our Sunday School teacher assisted by the Backsens and Shelley Aust.
• Hospitality is seeking bids for electrical work for new air pots in the fellowship hall.
• The volunteer property committee has completed a number of repairs.
• Worship services will be held outdoors June 19th through the end of July, and favorite hymns will be
incorporated into summer worship.
Respectfully submitted, Nadine Hunt, Council Secretary
Complete minutes of Council meetings are available in the Church Office.
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